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Details of Visit:

Author: Thecuriousbird
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 8 Aug 2014 5:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Charlotte - My Secret Life
Website: http://mysexysecretlife.com

The Premises:

Charlotte's flat is in Central London and is a short walk from London Bridge. It's a stylish, clean and
modern flat tucked away from the busier streets and inside is a comfortable oasis of tranquility and
delight. Everything you need is thoughtfully on hand from a well stocked bathroom of lovely toiletries
to your favourite drink waiting for you. Charlotte has an eye for every detail making every visit a real
pampering. 

The Lady:

Charlotte herself is beautiful with a gorgeous curvy body and the most exquisite eyes. She is a real
woman in every sense and certainly not plastic or fake. The combination of her pretty girl next door
face, naughty smile, gorgeous body and intelligent, sparkling, genuine, open, fun and engaging
personality make her the ideal choice for the the thinking man or woman who wants to experience a
total sensory experience of sensual passion and delight.

Charlotte's website is an excellent introduction to her as it is an honest and accurate portrayal of
what she likes, dislikes and offers. She is incredibly kind, loving and sensitive and has the rare
intuition to read people and understand their needs and desires. She is a creative, sensitive and
extremely skilled lover who clearly genuinely enjoys what she does. 

The Story:

I've visited Charlotte on five occasions now and thought that a review and recommendation was
well overdue.

I am a single bicurious female who long wanted to explore my sexuality but lacked the necessary
self esteem and confidence to do so. I wanted my first time to be with a real and passionate, open
and sensitive, experienced and engaging woman and that's exactly what Charlotte is. I nervously
got in touch and it is the best thing that I've done in years.

Although I am far too much of a lady to disclose the details of what goes on in the bedroom, it is
suffice to say that we have made love in many ways from sensual tender care to very naughty raw
passion and she always judges the tempo perfectly. We also share a very similar sense of humour
and have a great deal of fun and laughter along the way. She has helped me to unlock the doors to
many new aspects of sexual pleasure and I am always left glowing with orgasmic bliss for days
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afterwards.

In summary, If you are looking for a fake plastic porn experience, look elsewhere. If you are looking
for the most beautiful heartfelt total body passion then Charlotte is the woman for you. She has
enabled me to enjoy my sexuality in the most wonderful ways and I am eternally grateful for this. 
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